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Abstract: We present an optical study of elastic wave propagation inside skin phantoms 
consisting of agar gel as induced by an Er:YAG (wavelength of 2.94 μm) laser pulse. A laser-
beam-deflection probe is used to measure ultrasonic propagation and a high-speed camera is 
used to record displacements in ablation-induced elastic transients. These measurements are 
further analyzed with a custom developed image recognition algorithm utilizing the methods 
of particle image velocimetry and spline interpolation to determine point trajectories, material 
displacement and strain during the passing of the transients. The results indicate that the 
ablation-induced elastic waves propagate with a velocity of 1 m/s and amplitudes of 0.1 mm. 
Compared to them, the measured velocities of ultrasonic waves are much higher, within the 
range of 1.42–1.51 km/s, while their amplitudes are three orders of magnitude smaller. This 
proves that the agar gel may be used as a rudimental skin and soft tissue substitute in 
biomedical research, since its polymeric structure reproduces adequate soft-solid properties 
and its transparency for visible light makes it convenient to study with optical instruments. 
The results presented provide an insight into the distribution of laser-induced elastic transients 
in soft tissue phantoms, while the experimental approach serves as a foundation for further 
research of laser-induced mechanical effects deeper in the tissue. 
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1. Introduction 

Laser-based diagnostics and treatments have been present in medical science in last two 
decades with desired medical results achieved by primary light absorption effects [1–7]. The 
secondary effects of such a vigorous light-matter interaction in the form of laser-induced 
elastic transients, including ultrasound, propagating through the undulating tissue are gaining 
in attention and practical use, either to explore new aspects in their application or to prevent 
excessive damage to the tissue. The many aspects of optical investigations of the mechanical 
properties of biological tissue by measuring its deformations in response to a stimulus are also 
explored in the growing field of optical elastography [8–13]. Even though much is understood 
about elastic wave propagation in soft matter in general [14,15], the research of laser-induced 
elastic waves in soft tissue remains scientifically and commercially an interesting topic as 
their potential benefits have yet to be profoundly explored and developed [16–21]. Much of 
the research was focused on occurrences on the laser-illuminated substrate surface and the 
ablation plumes ejected from it [22,23], while laser-induced elastic wave propagation deeper 
within the substrate was largely missed—one can hardly find an optical high-speed camera 
recording of particle movements during wave transitions in soft matter in the literature, for 
example. With an interest in developing laser-based, non-invasive sub skin procedures, we 
conducted a preliminary research on laser effects on skin phantoms and laser-induced elastic 
transients propagating inside. In all, the questions about such aspect as fluence damage 
thresholds on the surface and in depth, area effects, depth of penetration, and effects of elastic 
transient within the tissue remain open and need to be addressed. 

The use of a laser pulse as a stimulating source in elastic media offers some advantages 
over mechanical stimulants as it is non-contact and enables easy control over its temporal and 
spatial distributions, energy, and momentum. It also enables a study of light-matter 
interactions and their consequences. The usual laser-induced mechanisms based on energy 
absorption in the illuminated volume employed in medicine are surface ablation, internal 
cavitation, thermal expansion, and chemical transformation. Each of these interactions also 
produces its own distinct elastic transient waves in the affected tissue. For surface treatments, 
Er:YAG lasers are mostly used as they emit light at the wavelength of 2940 nm which is 
highly absorptive in the water-containing tissue [1–5,24,25]. Nd:YAG lasers are commonly 
used for deeper tissue penetration, as the water is mostly transparent for their light at the 
wavelength of 1064 nm while it is easily absorbed in other media such as pigments or ink [1–
6,26]. 

As a soft polymeric gel, agar, traditionally used as a nutrient in human cuisine and in 
microbiological work, was found to be an adequate organic soft tissue substitute. As it 
exhibits elastic properties close to most soft tissues, including skin, it is a good first 
approximation for them in vitro [22–37]. From experimental viewpoint, the advantage of such 
a water-based soft tissue phantom is mainly that it is translucent in the visible part and highly 
absorptive in the infrared part of the light spectrum. This allows us to directly observe the 
occurrences inside while still stimulating it with appropriate light pulses without contact. 

When such a water-abundant substance is illuminated by a highly-absorptive laser pulse 
of sufficient energy and duration, the quickly absorbed energy is mostly converted into 
ablation with the reactive force of the expelled material launching elastic transients 
throughout the bulk of the substrate. Fast material expulsion at high energies, through a large 
momentum transfer, induces mechanical waves [22,23] that are relatively slow and have high 
amplitudes. At high enough energies, large laser-induced bubbles [38–40] are formed near the 
substrate surface while, through ablation and tearing, damage is incurred. Another type of 
waves to be observed are ultrasonic transients [29,31,36] which are relatively fast and have 
much smaller amplitudes. They are launched by very short stimulating pulses such as 
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prominent spikes protruding out of a jagged power profile of a longer stimulating laser pulse. 
As these two distinct mechanical wave-types, induced by the same laser pulse, differ by 
several orders of magnitude in terms of their propagation velocity and amplitude, they may be 
well separated from each other, if their modes of detection and measuring instruments are 
chosen accordingly. 

While detection of ultrasonic transients requires very fast probing techniques [41], a large 
field of view is preferred for observation of ablation-induced elastic waves. The laser-beam-
based probes provide a cumulative line information about the translucent material based on 
the change of its refractive index with very fast response times to any perturbations 
[38,39,42]. The high-speed camera, though usually not as fast as the probe and too slow to 
directly capture ultrasonic wave propagation but with much greater spatial resolution, records 
visual information in a limited two-dimensional field of view during fast events. They both 
offer a novel insight into the occurrences during the interaction of the stimulating laser pulse 
and the soft matter as well as during the elastic wave propagation and reverberation. 

In this paper, we present an experimental examination of Er:YAG-light-matter 
interactions and laser-induced elastic wave propagation in agar soft tissue phantoms within 
the parameters of the normal clinical use of such laser systems. It may serve as a foundation 
of this kind of optical in vitro investigating techniques for (bio)medical purposes. Since the 
laser ablation itself, laser bubble formations and laser damages to the surface have already 
been covered extensively [22,23,26,38–40], we focused on occurrences deeper in the 
substrate with new analytical approach. Optical measurement and analysis of elastic wave 
propagation was conducted in two parts. First, as a viable way of determining its elastic 
properties and to inform their potential comparisons with different substrates, we measured 
the propagation velocity of the ultrasonic pressure waves in agar gel with a laser-beam-
deflection probe (LBDP). Second, directly observing with a high-speed camera, we recorded 
particle displacements during laser-induced elastic wave transition in agar gel with a sparse 
population of hollow glass spheres marking particular points. We employed a custom 
developed image recognition and velocimetry algorithms to extract time-dependent particle 
movement information from the recordings. From the acquired particle displacements and 
trajectories, the temporal displacement, strain and amplitude fields showing the transition of 
ablation-induced elastic transients were interpolated as well. Evaluated from the recordings 
were also damages sustained by single and repeated laser-ablation interactions. 

2. Methods 

2.1 Ultrasound propagation measurements with a laser-beam-deflection probe 

Three batches of commercially available culinary agar powder dissolved in boiling water in 
mass concentrations of 20 ± 1 g/L were set in open rectangular glass containers with 
dimensions of 50 mm x 25 mm x 27 mm and wall thickness of 1.8 mm. Transparent 
containers ensured a constant volume and a constant shape of the gel inside them while their 
smooth surfaces provided a clear optical path for the light entering and exiting through their 
walls. 

As mechanical waves are propagating compressions and rarefactions of matter in a 
medium that cause transient changes of the local refractive index [43], the propagation 
velocity of the ultrasonic pressure waves was measured by the LBDP in an experimental 
setup presented in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). 

The agar gel in an open glass container was stimulated on its top surface by microsecond 
laser pulses, one per each measurement, generated by an Er:YAG laser (AT Fidelis, Fotona, 
Slovenia) with the wavelength of 2940 nm. The normally incoming pulses had a roughly 
uniform circular surface distribution with a diameter of 1.9 mm as determined by measuring 
their imprints on a photographic paper under experimental conditions. Their time profile, 
while in the approximate shape of an asymmetric bell with a width of 100 μs (measured at 
10% of average pulse power), contained some distinct short peaks with an average full width 
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at half maximum of 0.5 μs that were short enough to launch ultrasonic waves. These peaks 
are visible in the green curves in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), where just the beginning of the entire 
laser pulse is shown. Typical power evolution of free-running Er:YAG laser pulses can be 
found elsewhere [24]. 

At a certain depth, z, directly beneath the laser-stimulated spot, a continuous-wave He-Ne 
laser beam (05-LHP-141, Melles Griot, USA; wavelength 632.8 nm) with a beam diameter of 
1.0 mm was irradiating through the substrate onto a quadrant photodiode (rise time ~4 ns, 
bandwidth ~200 MHz) placed on the other side. When the optical path of the probing beam 
was crossed by a passing mechanical wave, such transient change in the refractive index 
caused a deflection of the beam from its unperturbed direction. This deflection was detected 
in two orthogonal directions as a change in the incoming beam intensity by the quadrant 
photodiode. With a sampling frequency of 500 MHz, its vertical deflection signal was 
recorded by an oscilloscope (WaveRunner 64MXi-A, LeCroy, USA; bandwidth 600 MHz, 
maximum sampling rate 10 GS/s) which simultaneously recorded a signal from a 60-MHz 
InAs photodiode that was set to detect the intensity of the stimulating (Er:YAG) laser pulse. 
Such typical signals, unfiltered and low-pass-filtered (8th order with cutoff at 2.5 MHz), are 
shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). From both signals, the delay, tz, between the irradiation from the 
stimulating pulse and the initial perturbation of the probing beam by the arrival of the first 
ultrasonic wave was measured. For each measurement, the probing beam was set at two 
depths beneath the surface: z1 = 3.5 mm and z2 = 17.0 mm, giving two time delays: tz1 and tz2, 
which give the propagation velocity of the ultrasonic pressure waves: 

 2 1
P

z2 z1

.
z z

c
t t





 (1) 

 

Fig. 1. Schematics of the LBDP setup for measuring the propagation velocity of the ultrasonic 
pressure waves in agar blocks at two probing depths: (a) z1 and (b) z2. Representative signals 
(unfiltered and low-pass-filtered) from InAs (green) and quadrant (red) photodiodes, 
measuring the intensities of the stimulating pulse and the LBDP beam, respectively, at both 
probing depths: (c) z1 and (d) z2. From them, the temporal delays tz1 and tz2 between the 
stimulation and detection of the first ultrasonic transient are measured. 
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2.2 Internal displacements recorded with a high-speed camera 

For internal particle movement recording with a high-speed camera, a single batch of agar gel 
was produced similarly as in the LBDP experiment and set into the same glass containers. 
Agar powder in mass concentration of 20 ± 1 g/L was dissolved in water to which hollow 
borosilicate glass spheres with an average diameter of 10 μm were added in mass 
concentration of 1.8 g/L. Since their mass density of 1.1 g/cm3 is similar to that of the set gel, 
their population was distributed randomly with an average particle density estimated at about 
240 spheres/mm3 and an average distance between the closest spheres of about 0.1 mm. The 
spheres are transparent for the excitation Er:YAG light but when they were illuminated by a 
white light each sphere served as a visual shadow marker for a specific point in the substrate. 
Although they are many, the spheres were distributed sparsely enough so they did not 
obstruct the propagation of light significantly more than did the diffusive nature of agar gel 
itself as clear images of the spheres were obtained from the middle of the agar blocks. 

In the recording setup, agar gel in an open glass container was stimulated similarly as in 
the LBDP experiment. Short laser pulses, one per each measurement, generated by an 
Er:YAG laser were incoming normally on the top surface of the agar block. The pulses had a 
roughly uniform circular surface distribution with a diameter of 2.0 mm and the same time 
profile as in LBDP experiments, while the pulse energies ranged from 100 mJ to 400 mJ. The 
substrate was illuminated from the back side by a bright white light and the high-speed 
camera (FASTCAM SA-Z, Photron, Japan) was used for the shadowgraphic recordings on the 
front, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). It was focused on the vertical focal plane set within the gel 10 
mm from its front side in line with the laser incident plane. A micro objective with a 5x 
magnification, a focal length of 40 mm, and depth of field of 14 μm attached to the camera 
made the size its field of view 4.1 mm x 4.1 mm in the focal plane. The recording frequency 
at the full resolution of 1024 x 1024 pixels was capped at 20,000 fps. The usual recordings 
were composed of 501 images in overall duration of 25 ms. The camera was computer 
controlled and triggered by an InAs photodiode that was set to detect the light from the 
stimulating laser pulse. With it, the time designation at the moment of laser pulse impact was 
set to t = t0 = 0 ms. 

In a variation of the setup, the propagation of laser-induced elastic waves on the agar 
surface was also recorded in a manner presented in Fig. 2(b). 

 

Fig. 2. Schematics of the high-speed-camera setup for recording the laser-stimulated 
mechanical wave propagation (a) inside the agar blocks and (b) on their surface. 

In the recordings of ablation-induced transients inside the agar gel, randomly dispersed 
glass spheres were identified and tracked with a custom developed image recognition 
algorithm written in LabView utilizing the methods of particle image velocimetry (PIV). 
With set size, contrast and distance parameters, this processing algorithm recognizes each 
individual particle in each image in a recording, records its position in two orthogonal 
directions: z(tj) (longitudinal) and x(tj) (lateral), and associates this information from 
consecutive images into a trajectory (x(t), z(t)) and displacement components: uz(t) = z(t) – 
z(t0) and ux(t) = x(t) – x(t0), while discarding incomplete and residual data. The obvious 
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artificial outliers produced by the algorithm were filtered out by means of the nearest credible 
value approach. From this, a mesh of evenly distributed points was interpolated for each 
frame by means of biharmonic spline interpolation [44,45] to reveal the time-dependent, two-
dimensional point displacement mesh undulating during the laser-induced elastic wave 
transition. From these, the temporal material deformations were calculated in the form of a 
relative strain: 

 i 1 j 1 i j 1REL
i j

i 1 j i j

( ) ( )
( ) .

( ) ( )

u t u t
e t

u t u t
  







 (2) 

Equation (2) defines a ratio of the distances between two neighboring points in a mesh as they 
are displaced by a transient ui + 1(t) and ui(t) at two successive time points tj and tj + 1. A further 
analysis of the interpolated displacement data was done to evaluate local displacement peak-
to-peak amplitudes (maximum local displacement range) during laser-induced elastic wave 
transitions to indicate the overall distribution of elastic energy. Their suprema (maximum 
amplitudes overall) were also evaluated in correlation to the stimulating pulse energies. 

3. Results 

3.1 Ultrasound propagation measurements with a laser-beam-deflection probe 

The measurements of ultrasonic wave transitions were conducted on three batches of agar 
skin phantoms. The agar mass concentration ρagar slightly varies ( ± 5%) due to not perfectly 
repeatable procedure for preparation. During these measurements, we used two different 
nominal laser pulse energies EN. In each of the three sets of measurements, we performed five 
repetitions resulting in a limited spread of calculated propagation velocities cP as presented in 
Table 1. The noticeable dissimilarity in propagation velocities between agar gel batches is 
likely subject to the deviation in agar concentrations in the samples. From results in Table 1, 
we can conclude that the speed of sound in agar gel equals to about 1.46 km/s; this value is 
very similar to the speed of sound in water. 

Table 1. Propagation velocities of ultrasonic pressure waves in agar gel skin phantoms. 

ρagar [g/L] EN [mJ] cP [m/s] 
20 ± 1 400 1423 ± 33 

150 1505 ± 43 
150 1449 ± 41 

3.2 Internal displacements recorded with a high-speed camera 

For each of the setup variations, the representative sequence of recorded images is presented 
in Fig. 3. Laser-induced bubble formation and collapse within the substrate are shown in Fig. 
3(a). It was observed that the bubble reaches its maximum radius of 1.5 mm, while its 
oscillation time equals 2.0 ms. Figure 3(b) shows laser-induced surface wave propagation and 
surface material damage. Both phenomena have been intensively examined and discussed 
elsewhere [22,23,26,38–40]; therefore, they are mentioned here for illustration purposes only. 

Movement and software tracking of glass spheres as shadow objects inside the substrate 
during the laser-ablation-induced elastic wave transition is presented in Fig. 3(c). These 
images are enlarged cutouts from larger shadowgraphic images with their position marked by 
a dashed rectangle in Fig. 4(a). The idea of the tracking algorithm is demonstrated on the 
example of two particles, circled at t = 0 ms. Note that during recording images were acquired 
each 50 μs, but only 0th (at 0 ms), 40th (at 2 ms), 120th (at 6 ms), and 500th (at 25 ms) 
images are shown here. The yellow curve shows the path travelled by a selected particle in 
time between the successive images presented here, while its cumulative path is marked by 
the red curve. 
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Fig. 3. Typical image sequences of (a) laser-induced bubble formation and collapse inside the 
agar blocks at pulse energy of 400 mJ; and (b) propagation of laser-induced elastic waves on 
agar surface and laser-incurred surface material damage at pulse energy of 150 mJ. (c) 
Selected cutouts of shadowgraphic images of glass spheres used for their movement tracking 
during elastic wave transitions as induced by a 200 mJ laser pulse. 

An interpolated mesh of point trajectories induced by a 200 mJ laser pulse and acquired 
by the image recognition algorithm utilizing the PIV methods and spline interpolation is 
presented in Fig. 4(a). Four typical trajectories (ux(t), uz(t)) and their time-dependent 
orthogonal displacement components uz(t) (longitudinal) and ux(t) (lateral) in four distinct 
positions, labeled b–e in Fig. 4(a), relative to the laser-illuminated area are enlarged in Figs. 
4(b)–4(e). 
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Fig. 4. (a) A mesh of point trajectories was acquired by the image recognition algorithm 
utilizing the PIV methods and spline interpolation from a single particle displacement 
recording during elastic wave transitions as induced by a 200 mJ laser pulse in duration of 25 
ms (501 frames). Enlarged are (b)–(e) four typical trajectories (ux(t), uz(t)), with marked time 
points in milliseconds, on the right-hand side of the graphs showing their time-dependent 
orthogonal displacement components uz(t) (longitudinal) and ux(t) (lateral) in four distinct 
positions relative to the laser-illuminated area. 

Figure 5(a) demonstrates a representative time-dependent transition of ablation-induced 
elastic waves caused by a 200 mJ laser pulse in a sequence of linearly interpolated color-
coded absolute material displacement fields for each of the two orthogonal directions, 
separately. In Fig. 5(b), the same event is also presented as a sequence of linearly interpolated 
color-coded temporal fields of relative strain for each of the two orthogonal directions, 
separately. Due to the nature of field calculations, the displacements and deformations at time 
t = 0 ms are, in general, equal to zero with an additional level of stochastic and systemic 
background noise present. 
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Fig. 5. Transition of ablation-induced elastic waves after irradiation by a 200 mJ laser pulse 
shown (a) in absolute material displacement fields and (b) as temporal material deformations 
in fields of relative strain. Results are shown for longitudinal  (left) and lateral  (right) 
directions at five time points, separately. 

Local displacement amplitudes are presented in Fig. 6 as linearly interpolated color-coded 
displacement amplitude fields for each of the two perpendicular directions at four stimulating 
laser pulse energies, ranging from 100 mJ to 400 mJ, with different corresponding amplitude 
suprema uSUP. 
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Fig. 6. Linearly interpolated color-coded local displacement amplitude fields showing 
longitudinal  (left) and lateral  (right) displacement amplitudes separately at four 
stimulating pulse energies EN with different corresponding amplitude suprema uSUP. They 
indicate the overall distribution of the elastic energy pertaining to each displacement direction. 

The amplitude suprema of both perpendicular displacement directions at each stimulating 
pulse energy are plotted in Fig. 7. A linear function uSUP = k EN was fitted to them whose 
coefficients for longitudinal and lateral suprema are klong = 1.15 mm/J and klat = 0.66 mm/J, 
respectively. At stimulating pulse energies higher than about 400 mJ, considerable external 
and internal laser-incurred damage was observed in the agar gel samples. 

 

Fig. 7. Plot of longitudinal  (red) and lateral  (green) displacement amplitude suprema uSUP 
corresponding to four stimulating pulse energies EN with a linear function fitted to each of 
them. 

4. Discussion 

Direct optical observation of laser-gel interaction provided by the high-speed camera 
recordings is used to study the effects of stimulating pulse energy as well as its spatial and 
temporal distributions on dramatic events, such as laser-induced bubble formation and 
material damage as well as subtler occurrences in the form of ablation-induced mechanical 
wave propagation through the substrate. Faster and even more delicate events, such as laser-
induced ultrasound propagation, are detected by the LBDP. 

As a rudimental soft tissue substitute, agar gel proves to be reasonably well suited for in 
vitro experimentation with its transparency in visible part of light spectrum enabling the 
employment of even the simplest optical investigative methods. Since it is based on water, 
which is highly absorptive for light at the wavelength of 2940 nm, the Er:YAG lasers are well 
suited for surface and near-surface interactions. Experimental aspects of skin phantoms can 
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be greatly expanded with the addition of appropriate particles or even ink, either in layers, 
capillaries, small bubbles or dispersed in the bulk of the substrate. The latter would prove 
invaluable in studying the accompanying mechanical mechanisms during laser tattoo 
removal, for example, where Nd:YAG lasers of the wavelength of 1064 nm would be more 
suitable. 

As the agar gel was illuminated by the Er:YAG laser pulses with energies of the order of 
magnitude of 100 mJ, the quick energy absorption caused surface ablation that lasted 
milliseconds. Such fast material expulsion induced significant elastic transients that 
propagated through the bulk of the substrate. It was measured that ablation-induced 
mechanical waves had propagation velocities of about 1 m/s with displacement amplitudes of 
the order of magnitude of 0.1 mm. At higher energies, the formation of large laser-induced 
bubbles near the substrate surface was observed, as shown in the sequence in Fig. 3(a), while 
the ablation and tearing damage at similar energies is shown in Fig. 3(b). The ultrasonic 
transients were measured to propagate at velocities of about 1.46 km/s, as presented in Table 
1. They had, in estimation, about three orders of magnitude smaller displacement amplitudes 
as their ablation-induced counterparts. They were found to have been launched by prominent 
microsecond spikes protruding out of the overall power profile of the stimulating laser pulse, 
seen in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), with each micro pulse amounting to only a small portion of the 
entire stimulating energy; about one thousandth, in estimation. 

Since a single probing laser beam substantially limits its spatial resolution, the LBDP is 
best used for measuring time intervals between significant events. Its advantage in this case, 
however, is in its fast responsiveness enabling it to capture fast transient phenomena [40]. 
Although the principles of measuring the propagation velocity of the ultrasonic pressure 
waves cP with such a probe are quite simple, the results of around 1.42 km/s to 1.51 km/s are 
comparable with results from the literature for agar gel [27–35] and skin [22,23,36,37]. The 
latter further indicates that agar gel may indeed be used as a rudimental skin substitute given 
that its density is also similar to that of skin [22,23,36,37]. From such information, other 
moduli pertaining to elastic properties of the substrate including propagation dispersion and 
attenuation may be further inferred as well [14,15]. 

From individual particle time-dependent displacements provided by the analysis of the 
high-speed camera recordings, as exemplified in Figs. 4–6, the ablation-induced elastic 
transient propagation can be observed and decomposed. Directly under the laser pulse impact 
area, the material displacement is mostly in the longitudinal direction, i.e., in the direction of 
the laser pulse impact and opposite of the material ejection during surface ablation, while to 
the sides, due to the substrate being a soft solid, a strong lateral displacement component is 
present as well. Overall, the longitudinal displacements during the laser-induced elastic wave 
propagation are manifested in an expanding hemisphere beneath the laser impact area. The 
lateral displacements are manifested in an expanding toroidal space on all sides of the laser 
impact area travelling along its longitudinal axis, thus, creating a longitudinal funnel in the 
middle while maintaining axial symmetry. As seen in Fig. 4, the interpolated point trajectories 
beneath the impact area are nearly linear in shape, those to the side of it are triangular, while 
those deepest and furthest are almost circular. Interesting to note here is that the initial 
energetic transient is followed by another, weaker and slower, that displaces material in the 
direction opposite of the first one. Dynamically, directional material deformations mostly 
correspond to its displacements, as demonstrated in Fig. 5, while mirroring each other over 
the axial line before smoothly returning to their initial positions. From the displacement 
amplitude fields in Fig. 6, in accordance with previous observations, an indication of the 
overall distribution of elastic energy may be extracted as pertaining to each of the orthogonal 
displacement directions. As the stimulating laser-pulse energy was increased, a proportional 
increase in displacement amplitudes and their suprema was observed as displayed in the plot 
in Fig. 7. Beyond the stimulating laser pulse energy of about 400 mJ considerable external 
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and internal laser-incurred damage was observed as the elastic regime of the agar gel 
transitions into plastic deformation and laser-incurred damage regimes. 

A certain amount of noise and artefacts was present in the measurements and, although 
filtered, their residue was, in parts, expanded with subsequent interpolations. 

5. Conclusions

As in-depth research of laser-induced elastic wave propagation and laser-incurred material 
damage for (bio)medical purposes gains in utility and significance, we demonstrated how 
may certain optical methods, namely laser-beam-deflection probe and high-speed camera 
recording with image recognition analysis, be applied to garner insight into laser-stimulated 
occurrences in soft tissue phantoms, such as agar gel, in vitro. In it, the propagation velocities 
of ultrasonic pressure waves were measured within the range of 1.42–1.51 km/s, as expected. 
This proves that agar gel may be used as a rudimental skin substitute for further investigation 
of laser-induced medical treatments. By embedded particle tracking in optical high-speed 
camera recordings, the intricate inner dynamics during transition of laser-ablation-induced 
elastic waves was obtained. We clearly presented distinct motion and its variation relative to 
the laser impact area. Our results lead to conclusion that ablation-induced mechanical waves 
propagate much slower than ultrasonic-pressure waves, with velocities of around 1 m/s. Their 
displacement amplitudes of 0.1 mm were estimated at three orders of magnitude larger than 
those in ultrasonic-wave propagation. Presented results offer an insight that is important for 
understanding of laser-induced elastic transients in soft tissue phantoms, while the methods 
described here provide a base for further research of laser-induced mechanical effects deeper 
in the soft tissue for such applications as medical diagnosis and treatments. 
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